Chairs

Directions:
Place a check mark in the squares where the question is answered “yes”. Leave blank for questions answered “no”.

1. Is the seat pan height adjustable?
   a. What is the lowest seat pan height?
      (Measured from the top of seat pan to the floor)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.
   b. What is the highest seat pan height?
      (Measured from the top of seat pan to the floor)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.

2. Does the seat pan have a waterfall front?

3. Is the seat pan angle adjustable?

4. Is the lumbar support height adjustable?

5. Is the back tilt adjustable?

6. Does the back tilt lock into place?

7. Is the seat pan depth adjustable?
   a. What is the shortest seat pan depth?
      (Measured from the front of the back rest to the front of the seat pan)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.
   b. What is the longest seat pan depth?
      (Measured from the front of the back rest to the front of the seat pan)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.

8. Is the arm rest height adjustable?
   a. What is the lowest arm rest height?
      (Measured from the top of seat pan cushion to the top of the arm rest)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.
   b. What is the highest arm rest height?
      (Measured from the top of seat pan cushion to the top of the arm rest)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.

9. Is the arm rest width adjustable?
   a. What is the narrowest arm rest width?
      (Measured from the inner most surface of the arm rests)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.
   b. What is the widest arm rest width?
      (Measured from the inner most surface of the arm rests)
      ___ in. ___ in. ___ in.

10. Is there a user weight limit?
    If yes, what is the user weight limit?
    ___ ___ ___

11. Estimated Price of Chair
    ___ ___ ___

Chair Model Name
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